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The Effects of Instagram’s Fitspiration on the Health and Well-Being of Women

—Ciara Devereaux and Grace McGrew

Social media use has increased dramatically over the last decade, especially given its accessibility at the fingertips of all smartphone users. Instagram, a social media platform primarily for photo sharing, is the second most downloaded application in the Apple Store and connects at least 700 million users worldwide (Clement, 2020). As such, Instagram has grown to be a powerhouse in the world of staying connected; it has become a major platform for business advertising, “influencing,” and the self-promotion of its users, the majority of whom are between the ages of 18 and 34 (Clement, 2020). Despite social media's benefits, like its ability to reach and connect millions of people all over the world, apps like Instagram have also been linked to detrimental consequences for the mental health and self-esteem of their users (Barry, Sidoti, Briggs, Reiter & Lindsey, 2017). Instagram in particular has been identified as, “the worst social media for mental health” (RSPH, 2017), and past research has found that exposure to attractive celebrities and peer images can be detrimental to women’s body image (Brown & Tiggemann, 2016).

Ironically, even content designed to promote positivity and well-being on the platform may potentially be associated with undesirable consequences for users. For example, “fitspiration” is a recent internet trend designed to inspire people through pictures and videos to eat healthily and to exercise with the goal of creating a fit, attractive body (Holland & Tiggemann, 2017; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2016). The goal of Instagram fitspiration content is to inspire followers and motivate them to hit the gym and better themselves, both physically and mentally. However, many fitspiration posts include photos of bodies without faces or heads, or posing in a sexual manner (Santarossa, Coyne, Lisinski, & Woodruff, 2019), which, research suggests, may be associated with body image and self-esteem issues among followers (Brown & Tiggemann, 2016).

Social media connects millions of people worldwide, including both of us. We have been followers of fitspiration for several years, and were curious about the long-term effects that it may have on our peers’ and our own mental health, as this topic has not been thoroughly researched before. We were awarded a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship to conduct research on fitspiration over the course of ten weeks in the summer of 2020. Both of us have worked with Dr. Jolie Wormwood for the past three years at the University of New Hampshire (UNH), so we wanted to collaborate with her on this research, as well as with one of the graduate students in her lab. Our goals were to gain a greater understanding of how users perceive different types of
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fitspiration posts, and how exposure to these different types of fitspiration content are associated with changes in users’ mental health. This project allowed us to gain hands-on experience conducting research on how social media impacts the well-being of those viewing it. Learning about mental health is extremely important to us both from a career perspective as well, as we both hope to go into the medical field: Ciara into psychiatry and Grace into sports medicine. Conducting this research gave us a new perspective on mental health and the consequences that can come from social media usage.

We feel that many readers may have limited information on the effects that Instagram and fitness-based accounts have on mental health. In particular, they may be under the impression that fitspiration is solely a helpful motivator for working out or eating healthily, and they may be unaware of potential unintended negative consequences of following such content on social media. Fitspiration users may have unrealistic body standards from fitspiration exposure, which could lead to worse body satisfaction and lower self-esteem. Through our research, we sought to shed light on these misconceptions that many users may have and not be aware of and to gain a better understanding of the effects fitspiration content can have on its users.

Study Design

We conducted our research through two distinct studies. For the first study, we gathered data on how women perceive the various kinds of fitspiration content they see. Specifically, we examined how followers of fitspiration influencers and hashtags categorized actual fitspiration content drawn from Instagram. For the second study, we used a daily diary framework to gather information on women’s day-to-day Instagram usage, the content they saw, and their self-esteem and mental health symptoms. Both studies were created using the survey platform Qualtrics and distributed to participants using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online survey distribution platform which uses crowdsourcing of pre-established users to find participants. Participants were women between the ages of 23 and 60 from the United States who followed fitspiration content. For the first study we had twenty-three participants, and for the second we had forty-eight participants.

Methods for Study 1

We originally intended to pull public Instagram images using an automated online software program, Netlytics (2006). However, when we tried to implement our search in Netlytics, we found out that the program did not work for our needs, due to recent updates to Instagram and Facebook. Instead, we had to create a much more labor-intensive method to pull public Instagram images for use in the study, which involved manually searching via specific hashtags (#fitspiration, #fitspo, #wellness, and #healthylifestyle). We downloaded and catalogued one hundred images from social media each day for five days, for a total of five hundred photos. Each day’s set of one hundred images included twenty-five photos from each of the four hashtags.

After photo collection, we removed images unrelated to fitspiration and duplicate images, leaving us with 229 photos that we reviewed and coded for image content. Based on this coding, we narrowed the 229 photos down to 30 images for use in our study, with 6 photos representing each of 5 content categories identified in previous research on fitspiration content (Santarossa et al., 2016; Tiggemann & Zaccardo, 2018): selfie, food/supplement, action, objectification, and other. We categorized photos as selfies if they involved a photo the subject had taken of themselves without assistance; food/supplement photos included images of food or of, for example, a protein powder or healthy vitamin; action photos were of someone engaging in the action of working out or other physical activity; objectification photos included images in which only the individual’s body (and not their face) was featured or in which the subject was posing in a sexualized manner; and the “other” category consisted of images that did not fit into the other categories, such as a motivational quote, a picture of the gym, or a piece of workout equipment. These five image categories were for our reference for data analysis; participants were not told the five image categories.
In the first study, we asked participants to come up with their own categories for the fitspiration posts based on how the posts made them feel while viewing them, rather than in terms of the content itself. Participants could create as many categories as they liked, and we asked them to provide emotion labels for each category they created, such that the labels described how the content in that category made them feel. We coded the emotion labels generated by participants and looked at how these labels were associated with the five types of content (selfie, food/supplements, etc.), as well as with individual differences, such as participants’ self-reported self-worth and body satisfaction. As part of this coding, we placed the participants’ emotion labels into three affect categories: positive affect, neutral affect, or negative affect. We then further sorted participants’ labels into several affect sub-categories: negative annoyed (e.g., "uninspired," “judgmental”); negative comparative (e.g., “makes me feel pressured,” “inadequate”); neutral (e.g., “bored,” “fatigued”); neutral hungry (e.g., “hungry”); positive motivated (e.g., “inspired,” “encouraged”); positive healthy (e.g., “strong,” “nutritious”); and positive other (e.g., “proud,” “attractive”).

Results for Study 1: Emotional Response to Fitspiration Categories

In the first study, we found that the majority of fitspiration images elicited positive affect (56 percent), and the majority of positive emotion labels indicated the intended effect of fitspiration content: feelings of positivity and motivation/inspiration (92 percent). For example, participants provided category labels like, “This is a motivational group, the words and pictures make me feel more dedicated to my goals,” or “Inspires me to lose weight.” Interestingly, few fitspiration images were sorted into piles indicating more neutral feelings (16 percent), suggesting people generally find the images evocative if not necessarily all positive or all negative.

Critically, the affect elicited by fitspiration images differed across more specific content types. We found that action, food, and the “other” category of fitspiration content may more generally be associated with positive affect (compared to negative affect), while selfies, before-and-after, and suggestive pose content appear to have a more polarizing impact on people’s feelings, with individuals associating these images with positive and negative affect with approximately equal likelihood. For example, one participant perceived a selfie image made them feel, “pressured into looking or feeling or acting a certain way,” while another described her feelings as, “inspired and hopeful.”

Furthermore, analyses also revealed that affective reactions to fitspiration photos varied across individuals based on their level of body satisfaction: the more satisfied participants were with their body, the more likely they were to place fitspiration images overall in negative affect categories, particularly fitspiration images containing selfies, before-and-after photos, and images with suggestive poses. This result was definitely surprising, because we wouldn’t expect someone with a higher body satisfaction to categorize fitspiration posts negatively overall, and we are unsure as to why that trend occurred. One possibility could be that people who are already satisfied with their bodies find posts encouraging them to work out or eat healthily annoying.
because they don’t want advice about changing a body with which they are satisfied. Another possibility is that people may feel the posts encourage others to be dissatisfied with their bodies, which is an area that future research could explore.

Methods for Study 2

In the second study, we again recruited participants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and surveyed them each day over the course of a week about their daily Instagram usage. The surveys consisted of fill-in-the-blank questions related to Instagram usage and multiple-choice questions that asked participants to rate their feelings on a series of scales to survey their daily self-esteem, perceived social comparison to peers, and depression symptomology. Participants also reported each day on whether specific types of fitspiration content viewed impacted their motivation to eat healthily and/or engage in physical activity/exercise that day. The primary objective of the second study was to gather critical new insights about whether changes in users’ self-reported feelings about themselves and their mental health symptoms were associated with changes in the proportion or types of fitspiration images they viewed throughout their daily lives.

Results for Study 2: Daily Fitspiration Use and Its Effects

We found that viewing food-related fitspiration images was associated with greater motivation to eat healthily. Similarly, we found that viewing workout-related fitspiration images was associated with greater motivation to go to the gym. These two findings suggest that daily exposure to fitspiration content on Instagram may have some desired impacts. However, findings also revealed that certain kinds of fitspiration content may have unintended negative consequences for well-being. For example, individuals reported significantly lower self-esteem on days when they were exposed to more before-and-after fitspiration images or sexually suggestive fitspiration images. Individuals also reported significantly more negative social comparisons to others on days when they were exposed to more food-related fitspiration images.

Final Thoughts: How Can We Better Understand Fitspiration’s Effects?

From our research, we found that many previous studies that looked at fitspiration as a single, broad category of online content seemed to miss important aspects of the different types of fitspiration content. Our first study demonstrated that some types of fitspiration content have an overall negative effect on feelings, whereas other types of content have an overall positive effect on feelings. This was replicated in our second study, where we saw differences in how daily exposure to fitspiration content was associated with self-esteem and well-being, depending on the specific kind of fitspiration content viewed that day.

Furthermore, we also saw that even the same types of content can impact different individuals in different ways. For example, results from the first study revealed that the more satisfied participants were with their bodies, the more likely they were to indicate negative feelings when viewing fitspiration images overall, particularly fitspiration images containing selfies, before-and-after photos, and images with suggestive poses.

Overall, our research is significant, because it examines how fitspiration includes a variety of types of images, rather than one broad category, and how it impacts different people in different ways. Our research helps to shed new light on the potential negative effects that Instagram usage, particularly the consumption of Instagram fitspiration content, can have on individuals. There is still much we do not know about the ways in which social media usage may influence mental health and well-being, but our research has laid a crucial foundation for future research in this area.

The data we collected could be used to develop methods to reduce the negative impacts that social media apps, such as Instagram, have on well-being, and to help users find healthier ways
to engage with social media in their daily lives. For instance, this research could help determine better ways to motivate social media users to live a healthy lifestyle by encouraging users to go to the gym or eat healthily, without causing them to sacrifice their self-esteem or positive body image, or to feel bad in comparison to other lifestyles that people are leading. In future work on this topic, further individual difference variables should be examined, such as whether someone is overweight or underweight.

On a personal level, this research experience greatly expanded our critical thinking skills. Collaborating with researchers on this cutting-edge psychological science project also further advanced our leadership and teamwork skills. This experience added to our understanding of mental health, which is such an important part of everyday life. Poorer mental health is associated with changes in one's behavior, emotions, and thinking, all of which can contribute adversely to one’s social life and overall well-being. We hope that the knowledge we have shared about the types of content that make users feel good about themselves (versus bad about themselves) will promote a change in the fitspiration content posted by those who truly intend to motivate and inspire their followers to be well. We also hope that this research will enable our community to better understand the consequences, both good and bad, of consuming fitness-based social media.

We would like to thank our mentor, Dr. Jolie Wormwood, and Abby LaChance for helping us through the process of completing this research. We would also like to thank the Hamel Center for Undergraduate Research staff and Mr. Dana Hamel, as without them this research could not have been completed. We are extremely grateful for the opportunity to complete this project and for those who helped us along the way.
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